
OUTREACH PROGRAMME Report for SEPT 2020- APR 2021

The outreach programme was undertaken by Dr Shobhana Warrier and Dr Yogeeta Bhatia.
It began in September 2020 with a handful of volunteers from Kamala Nehru College and
soon we had a total of 30 mentors ready to teach!

Our students came from a bunch of government, feeder and open schools from Hauz Khas
to Mayur Vihar of classes 9th to 12th. The mentors were assigned to students on the basis
of the subjects they were comfortable teaching. The mentors also maintained their own
logbooks which had the following data -

● Classes taught
● Material sent
● Amount of syllabus covered

The classes from September to December were primarily taken over WhatsApp messages,
voice and video calls and those who could manage to use Google meet, conducted classes
over there. The mentors would take classes with a minimum duration of 1 hour to maximum
of 2 hours on the days students were free and had access to phones and internet. The
classes were mainly held either after hours of college (eg- 5pm to 6pm) or afternoon classes
on weekends.

January 2021 onwards, we experienced the reopening of government schools for grades 10
to 12and hence, a lot of the students resumed school offline but our mentors still helped
them out whenever the students needed by providing them with sample papers, online
revision testes curated by them and extra notes for topics the students needed help with.

Feedback from the students -

Sakshi (mentor - Isha)
History was always a boring subject for me. But i enjoyed if someone taught* . You were the
one who taught me HISTORY* and just not the history but the daily experiences and all the
conversations that we had was not just conversation. But it was something beyond , i was
grateful for having a didi like you who taught me history. Yess. , i couldn't make that bond
that has to be made. Due to time issues and other issues. Thats a different one but you
never ever told me or stopped me to do things . I remember your line " ki sb spoon me nhi
milega " you also have to put efforts.and you made my self dependent by this. Thankyou
for everything let me tell you one secret
( Nobody do itna saara and itna sb kuch especially when we are not known) or we have not
met. Soon i pass my 12 i will meet you. And thank you..
( ab rula dogi aap )
Again thankyou so.much for everything.
And yess i rememeber our class timings (5:00 to 6:30).

Sakshi (mentor - Neha)



Varsha (mentor - Aditi Dhyani)
Glows: Each and every topic bhut briefly explain krte ho. Self reading k time dete hi jisme
most of the part clear ho jata h. Question aur example se jada clear ho jate h doubts.
Grows: check nhi krte ho ki apne jo pdhaya h mene revise kiya h ya nhi aur notes banaye
h.....

Nandani (mentor - Harshita)
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